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Abstract

Generative AI models have become vastly popular and drive advances in all aspects
of the modern economy. Detecting and quantifying the implicit social biases
that they inherit in training, such as racial and gendered biases, is a critical first
step in avoiding discriminatory outcomes. However, current methods are difficult
to use and inflexible, presenting an obstacle for domain experts such as social
scientists, ethicists, and gender studies experts. We present two comprehensive
open-source bias testing tools hosted on HuggingFace to address this challenge -
BiasTestGPT for PLMs and BiasTestVQA for VQA models. With these tools, we
provide intuitive and flexible tools for social bias testing in generative AI models,
allowing for greater ease in detecting and quantifying social bias across multiple
generative AI models and mediums.

1 Introduction

Generative AI refers to a family of models capable of generating novel data samples resembling a
given training data set. Examples of such models include large language models (LLMs) such as
LLAMA and ChatGPT; text-to-image models such as DALL-E and Stable Diffusion [1]; and visual
question answering (VQA) such as BLIP, to name a few. These are vastly popular today and drive
advances in all aspects of modern economy [2]. However, such models have been shown to learn
implicit social biases pertaining to gender, race, sexual orientation, and more [3]. This is due to the
massive corpora of mostly uncurated media and texts they are trained on, much of which reflects
ingrained social biases. The existence of these biases in models may propagate discriminatory effects
in society when AI is employed for applications ranging from prescribing medical treatments [4],
screening applications [5], or predicting the likelihood of a perpetrator committing another crime [6].

Prior Work: Recent works explored methods of testing social bias in pretrained language models
(PLMs) [7, 4, 8], but these still rely on AI expertise to evaluate and understand the impact of the
social bias present in the model. In addition, few works have explored social bias testing in other
mediums that generative AI encompasses (visual, audio, etc.) thus leaving a lack of mature tools
and benchmarks for those mediums of generative AI. A few tools exist that can be plugged in for
fairness testing, each with its own substantial limitations. Tools operating on classical ML such as AI
Fairness 360 [9] and FairML [10] do not support the examination of modern Generative AI. Model
explainability tools, such as model cards [11], their interactive extensions [12], and Open LLM [13]
provide a Graphical User Interface (GUI) wrapper around existing datasets for evaluating reasoning
and general NLP tasks but rely on the use of fixed datasets or work only with static word embeddings.
As such, the tools do not allow for on-the-fly social bias testing as they fail to provide methods for
flexible generation of testing data to test novel biases. These limitations prevent effective social bias
testing in PLMs and other Generative AI and present an obstacle for domain experts such as social
scientists and gender studies experts.
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Figure 1: Graphical User Interface of BiasTestVQA, our open-source HuggingFace tool for social bias testing in
VQA models. (A) Indicator of testing progress; (B) Flexible novel bias specification; (C) Bias test result for the
entire model; (D) Bias test results per attribute; (E) Bias test results per test image.

Our Approach: In this work, we propose the design and development of a suite of user-centric
GUI tools with flexible on-demand generative AI-enabled data generation for social bias testing
in Generative AI to address the shortcomings of prior works. Our approach offers a streamlined
and flexible process for the discovery and quantification of social biases in generative AI models of
various media types, along with support for on-the-fly data generation to expand datasets to test novel
biases by leveraging generative AI and enabling domain experts (e.g., social scientists, ethics experts)
to test for novel biases on the fly with little effort.

Contributions: In this work we offer the following contributions:

• We offer interfaces that allow users to input any groups and attributes, supporting flexible social
bias testing beyond a fixed set of specifications.

• We build upon a BiasTestGPT framework which leverages ChatGPT to allow for the generation
of diverse test sentences for social bias testing at scale [8]. In addition, we continue to develop a
BiasTestVQA framework employing DALL-E to support the on-demand generation of test images.

• We open-source two tools and two datasets hosted on the open-source HuggingFace platform that
can be used for social bias testing and data generation in PLMs and VQA models.

2 Methodology

Bias Quantification for PLMs: Our BiasTestGPT framework can support a multitude of social bias
quantification metrics, but we currently focus on Stereotype Score due to its interpretability and easy
application to both masked and autoregressive PLMs [14]. This score reflects the % of times the tested
PLM finds the “stereotyped” version of the sentence more probable than the “anti-stereotyped” one
[14]. We derive sentence versions from social bias specifications by pairing the first social group with
the first attribute group as “stereotypes” and with the second attribute group as “anti-stereotypes”.

Bias Quantification for VQA models: Our social bias quantification metric for VQA models relies
on zero-shot classification of the generated images into target concepts and measures the probability
of an image being classified as each target concept. For CLIP, the score is taken as is from the
model, as it already yields a probability of the image being classified as either target concept group.
For the token-based ViLT and autoregressive models such as Salesforce BLIP or Microsoft GIT,
the score would be calculated as the proportion of images that were classified stereotypically as
such:

∑
P (T1|g1)+

∑
P (T2|g2)

#imgs where T1, T2 represent target group 1 and 2 concepts respectively, while
g1, g2 represent group 1 and 2 images respectively.
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Figure 2: Overview of our A) BiasTestGPT and B) BiasTestVQA social bias testing frameworks. We leverage
generative AI (ChatGPT for BiasTestGPT and DALL-E for BiasTestVQA to generate data for testing. For
BiasTestGPT, the steps are: (1) user-provided bias specifications; (2) Sentence generation using ChatGPT; (3)
Stereotype/anti-stereotype sentence pairing; (4) Social bias quantification. For BiasTestVQA, the steps are:
(1) user-provided bias specifications; (2) Images generation using DALL-E; (3) Social bias quantification via
zero-shot classification of images into target concepts and comparing probabilities.

Models: All models involved in the tools are off-the-shelf models made available in the HuggingFace
Transformers library. For PLMs, these include the GPT2 [15] family (GPT2-small, GPT2-md,
GPT2-lg), the BERT [16] family (BERT-base, BERT-lg), the LLAMA [17] family (LLAMA-3B,
LLAMA-7B), FALCON-7B [18], and BioGPT [19]. For image-to-text models, models include CLIP
[20], ViLT [21], BLIP [22], and GIT [23].

HuggingFace Tools: Both tools were implemented on the open-source platform HuggingFace Spaces
[24], which wraps our data generation frameworks with an accessible GUI and supports a multitude
of models for testing as detailed previously. Development was informed via feedback and suggestions
collected throughout our iterative design cycle, some of which are provided below in Appx. A. In
addition, previous design mockups are included in Appx. D. All implementation code is written in
Python and JavaScript with the Python-based Gradio framework [25], and publically available in the
repositories associated with BiasTestGPT and BiasTestVQA.

3 Features of Social Bias Testing Tools

Both tools are designed with the same main features:

• Flexible input of bias specification - both tools are designed with flexibility in mind, giving users
the ability to freely define social groups and potentially correlated biases at will.

• Data generation frameworks - both tools feature a data generation framework leveraging OpenAI
generative AI tools (ChatGPT for sentence generation, DALL-E for image generation). These
frameworks generate high-quality data on the fly, further enabling flexible social bias testing even
when no data previously existed.

• Dynamic open-sourced dataset - the tools are each connected to a HuggingFace dataset, which is
accessible for use and updated with any newly generated data.

• Data retrieval system - users do not have to generate new data if data already readily exists in the
dataset. Any data used in testing or previously generated by the frameworks is contained in the
connected dataset and can be retrieved by the tools.

• Visual and interactive results - results are displayed both visually and numerically, with the ability
to view sentence-by-sentence and image-by-image bias results.
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Figure 3: Graphical User Interface of BiasTestGPT, our open-source HuggingFace tool for social bias testing in
PLMs. (A) Indicator of testing progress; (B) Selection of predefined biases; (C) Flexible novel bias specification;
(D) Bias test result for the entire model; (E) Bias test results per attribute; (F) Bias test results per test sentence.

3.1 BiasTestGPT Interface

Fig. 3 depicts the core interface of our open-sourced HuggingFace tool for social bias testing in
PLMs, and the tool workflow is detailed in Appx. B Fig.4. The tool and its source code are both
accessible online BiasTestGPT. We further describe the core highlighted components of the tool.

Custom bias specification (Fig. 3-B). This area of the tool allows the user to define their own custom
bias specification. The user provides phrases or lists of terms that define two social groups, (e.g. male
terms such as “male”, “man” vs. female terms such as “female”, “woman”), as well as stereotyped
terms associated with social group 1 and anti-sterotyped terms associated with social group 1 (which
can alternatively be thought of as stereotyped terms associated with social group 2). The user can
then proceed, with the tool attempting to retrieve any sentences containing the social groups and
stereotypes terms from an open-sourced dataset. The user can also leverage the sentence generation
framework to generate more sentences for testing by selecting "Generate Additional Sentences with
ChatGPT" and inputting their OpenAI key (prompts found in C.1). Prior to running the test, the user
can also inspect and edit any sentences.

Summary of bias test results (Fig. 3-D,E). This area of the tool visually displays the social bias test
results on the tested PLM using the given sentences retrieved and/or generated. By default, we utilize
the Stereotype Score bias metric, which measures the % of stereotyped choices in controlled sentence
pairs, but other metrics are also supported by our framework. We show the bias score for the whole
model and also for each individual stereotype term given in the bias specification.

Per-sentence bias test results (Fig. 3-F). When hovering over each square in the attribute-by-attribute
results, we show per-sentence bias test results. Here, the user is able to see the sentence and attributes
in question and which version of the sentence (stereotyped or anti-stereotyped) is more probable.

3.2 BiasTestVQA Interface

Fig. 1 depicts the core interface of our open-sourced HuggingFace tool for social bias testing in VQA
models and the tool workflow is detailed in Appx. B Fig.5. The tool and its source code are both
accessible online BiasTestVQA. The core highlighted components of the tool include:

Custom bias specification (Fig. 1-B). This area of the tool allows the user to define their own custom
bias specification. The user must first provide two lists of terms for image generation or retrieval,
along with two lists of terms to test for association with the two groups of images. The terms for
image generation can either be social groups (e.g., “man”, “woman”) or attributes (e.g., professions
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such as “plumber”, “nurse”). If no images can be retrieved for given terms from the dataset, the user
can leverage DALL-E by inputting their OpenAI key for additional image generation (prompts found
in C.2). The images are automatically added to the dataset and retrieved the next time the same terms
are entered.

Summary of bias test results (Fig. 1-C,D). This area of the tool displays the social bias test results
on the tested VQA model using the given images retrieved and/or generated. We currently utilize the
bias metric defined in Section §2, which measures the scaled probabilities of the generated image
being associated with the textual caption attributes. We display the bias score for the whole model
and also for each image generation term given in the bias specification.

Per-image bias test results (Fig. 1-E). When hovering over each square in the per-correlation-term
results, we show the per-image bias test results, allowing the user to see the generated image and
which social group is more probable for that image.

4 Discussion and Further Work
The open-source implementation of both tools is a step towards democratizing social bias detection
in generative AI. Such tools can be employed in many situations throughout development, testing,
refinement, and more. Early iterations of models in development can be tested for existing biases
such that appropriate filters can be put in place to ensure that harmful biases are not propagated.
Refinements to more mature models can be made based on test results from these tools, informing
developers and researchers about the oversights in previously implemented filters and highlighting
areas for adjustment.

By providing intuitive tools, domain experts such as social scientists and gender scholars can
actively participate in bias identification and mitigation throughout various stages of the development,
maintenance, and improvement of the generative AI models that have such a profound impact on
modern-day society. This leverages interdisciplinary knowledge, potentially uncovering nuanced
biases that are overlooked by purely technical evaluations. Our tools’ emphasis on flexible custom
bias specifications positions them as highly adaptable. The dynamic and ever-evolving nature of
social biases necessitates tools that can cater to a wide spectrum of social bias specifications. We
also leverage generative AI itself for on-demand social bias testing dataset generation. This feature
enhances flexibility and also addresses challenges related to the scarcity of diverse data in social
bias testing. However, the ethical considerations of data generation and its implications on bias
amplification warrant further research.

Further Directions: While the current tools focused on PLMs and VQA models, such tools’ potential
extension to other generative AI mediums, like audio or video, could further enhance the efficacy
of bias detection. Our research underscores the need for holistic bias detection across all digital
mediums, a reflection of the multi-modal nature of generative AI applications in modern contexts.
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A Appendix - Comments Informing Iterative Development

Below we have some of the comments collected that informed our iterative design cycle.

Comment/suggestion Implementation

Decluttering the tool interface and not have every
component on a single page

Separated the various steps of the workflow into
3 separate pages in the tool

Implementing a clear step-by-step build-up of
bias testing to clarify the intended workflow

Separated the various steps into separate pages,
and barring the user from proceeding until the
previous step is adequately completed

Enabling easy and interactive inspection of
individual results

Implemented functionality to view sentence-by-
sentence or image-by-image results upon hover-
ing over the squares on the results page

Providing export functions for test results
Implemented export button that downloads
sentence-by-sentence or image-by-image results
as a CSV file

Implementing buttons to restart the test instead
of having the user refresh the tool

Implemented button that takes user back to the
bias specification page
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B Appendix - Tool Workflows

Figure 4: Overview of the intended user interaction workflow of BiasTestGPT.

Figure 5: Overview of the intended user interaction workflow of BiasTestVQA.

C Appendix - Prompts Used for Data Generation

C.1 BiasTestGPT

Experimental prompts have included the following:

• "Write a sentence including target term “[social group term]” and attribute term “[attribute
term]”. Other target terms in this context are: [list of other social group terms]. Use them for
interpretation of requested target term, but don’t include these specifically. Other attribute
terms in this context are: [list of other attribute terms]. Use them for interpretation of
requested attribute term, but don’t include these specifically."

• "Write a sentence including target term “[social group term]” and attribute term “[attribute
term]”."

• "Write a sentence including target term “[social group term]” and attribute term “[attribute
term]”. Do not use other gendered terms or use “[social group term]” more than once.
Use “their” instead of gendered possessives like “his” or “hers”, use “themself” instead of
“himself” or “herself”, and use “them” instead of “him” or “her”."

C.2 BiasTestVQA

Experimental prompts have included the following:

• "Generate a high definition portrait image of a [image generation term]"
• "Generate a high definition image of the face of a [image generation term]"
• "Generate a high definition portrait image of a [image generation term] working"
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D Appendix - Previous Mockup Designs

Figure 6: Previously proposed all-in-one design for interface

Figure 7: Previously proposed vertically unfolding design for interface
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Figure 8: Chosen step-by-step tabular buildup design for interface
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